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REVISON OF POLICY: AFGIS SCHEMES

1. AFGIS has been providing financial and social security to all serving and retired
members and their families over the last four decades. The So6iety has always been
channelizing its efforts to keep the schemes contemporary and financially attractive. This
has gone a long way in enhancing the welfare and quality of life of the Air Warriors and
Air Veterans.

2. The Society through prudent and optimum utilisation of its resources has
generated healthy returns. Positive initiatives through various scheme changes and
digitisation has been a step fonrvard in achieving the objective.

3. The Board of rrustees (BoT) of AFGIs has approved the following:-

(a) Enhancement of subsidy to widows of Air Warriors and NCs(E) for acquirins
dwellinq unit

(i) The scheme is to provide financial assistance for acquiring dwelling unit by
a widow of an Air Warrior / NC(E) who dies while in service. lt covers all cases of
death, both accidental and non-accidental. The subsidy is provided for acquiring
dwelling units within lndia from AFNHB/ AWHO/ Civil Housing agencies (including
private builders as we'll as self construction of house). lt is authorised in terms of
Dte of Accts letter no. Air HQi26095l2lD AcctsiNPF dated 02 May 16.

(ii) Considering the fact that the cost of construction has increased
significantly over the years and the scheme has not been revised since last
9 years, the rate of subsidy has been enhanced wef 01 Apr 22 as follows:

Category Existing Rate (t) Revised Rate (T)

Officers 6,00,000 12,00,000

Airmen/NCs(E) 4,00,000 8,00000

(iii) The Subsidy will be shared in the following manner:

(aa) Accidental Death The subsidy would be shared by AFGIS,
IAFBA, AF\ A/lA and the concerned Command Welfare Fund in the
ratio of 6:2:1:1.

(ab) Non-Accidental Death The subsidy would be shared by
AFGIS, IAFBA and the concerned Command Welfare Fund in the
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ratio of 7:2:1.
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(ac) ln case of an air warrior of Air HQ, the IAFBA would contribute
additionally to compensate for the share of Command Welfare Fund.

(iv) All other existing terms and conditions in the ibid mentioned
Dte of Accts letter would continue to be applicable.

(b) Flving Pav Linked Insurance - 14 Scheme The FPLI-14 Scheme was
assessed by the actuary with reference to the solvency and the fund status. ln view
of the healthy solvency ratio and actuarial reports, the insurance cover under
FPLI-14 has been increased without increase in contribution wef 01 Apr 22. The
revised rates are as follows:

Amount Rs

Category Existing Rate Revised Rate

Officers 12,00,000 15,00,000

Airmen/NCs(E) 6,00,000 7,50000

(c) Authorisation of Ex-Gratia Award and Upqradation thereof

(i) Ex-Gratia @ Rs 10,000/- pm and Rs 5,000/-pm is paid to Aircrew
Officers and Airmen respectively who are declared permanently medically
unfit for flying duties and flying allowance is ceased for a period of 36
months or retirement whichever is earlier. There have been cases where
Aircrew who were declared permanently medically unfit for flying duties
have been subsequently upgraded. As per current policy, if a member is
declared fit for flying duties, the total Ex-Gratia amount paid to the member
is to be refunded. This does not compensate the Aircrew for the flying
allowance not authorised to them for the period they were permanently
medically unfit.

(ii) BoT has approved not to effect any recovery in cases where the
aircrew is upgraded from permanently medically unfit category subject to
non-credit of flying allowance during the period. This is effective from 01 Apr
22.

(d) Bonus The Society has generated a healthy growth during the
FY 202A-21. Hence approval has been accorded to pay bonus @0.5% to all the
present members as on 31 Mar 22.

(e) lnterest rate on Survival Benefit Efficient fiscal management and
deployment of funds in good investments has generated steady returns during the
year despite volatility in the market. Hence, approval has been accorded to
increase the rate of interest on survival benefit wef 01 Apr 22 as follows:

Head
Present Rate of

lnterest (%)
Revised Rate of

lnterest (%)

Survival Benefit 7.50 8.00
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(f) lndian Air Fofce Soqial Securitv Deposit Scheme (IAFSSDI

(i) The Scheme aims to provide secure and beneficial investmeni
avenues to Air Veterans and Widows/ NoK of Air Warriors.

tii) The rates of IAFSSD has been increased wef 01 Apr 22 as follows:-

Head
Present Rate
of lnterest (%)

Revised Rate of
lnterest (%)

Non Cumulative Scheme 6.10 6.60

Curnulative Scheme 6.25 6.75

4. The Details of revised schernes are also available on AFGIS website under
downloads tab,

5. lt is requested to disseminate the above information to all
formations/units under your AOR. Gist of the revised
on Command/ Station websites for the information of all concerned.
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